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Abstract— Since the beginning of this information age (21st 

Century), our society has witnessed remarkable growth in 

technology, which has affected our lifestyle in various ways. 

For example, technology has remarkably transformed our 

education system. Computers are being widely used for 

education delivery. Online education is also gaining rapid 

popularity. Technology has been growing at a rapid pace to 

accommodate the needs and desires of people for obtaining a 

simpler and an immaculate lifestyle. Mobile devices are one 

of the greatest technological advancements that have hit the 

21st Century [1] [2]. Today, there is a tremendous usage of 

gadgets ranging from Personal Computers (PCs) to Personal 

Digital Assistants (PDAs) to featured cellular phones in our 

everyday life. As per the demand for usability and needs of a 

consumer, all device manufacturers are continuously 

innovating and rolling out new and innovative products. 

Mobile devices, such as PDAs, Tabs, and smartphones, allow 

people to access the Internet for different purposes, such as 

sending e-mails, instant messaging, text messaging, and Web 

browsing. In addition, these mobile devices allow users to 

even perform professional tasks, such as managing 

documents and presentations [2] [3]. To perform each of 

these tasks through a mobile device, you need to install an 

appropriate mobile app on your mobile device. A mobile app 

is software that runs on a mobile device. Mobile apps can 

entertain, educate, and assist users on a daily basis. These 

mobile apps provide the user with several services, such as 

communication and messaging, contact management, 

audio/video, gaming, and network connectivity. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Mobile apps can be divided into various categories according 

to their usage. Some key categories of mobile apps are [1]: 

A. Multimedia apps 

These include video players, audio players, live TV players, 

and graphics/ image viewers. 

B. Travel apps 

These include currency convertors, language translators, and 

weather forecasters. 

C. Utilities 

These include contact manager, task manager, and call 

manager. 

D. Web-based apps 

These include search tools, instant messaging tools, and Web 

browsers. 

E. Communication Apps 

These include e-mail (Gmail/corporate/others), Whats App, 

Viber, and Skype, and so on for voice-to-voice/video calling 

and instant messaging. 

F. Enterprise Apps 

These include office productivity tools, such as Microsoft 

Office Mobile and Think Free. 

G. Productivity Apps 

These include calendars, calculators, and memo pad. Social 

networking apps: These include social networking sites, such 

as Facebook and Twitter. 

H. Location-Based Apps 

These include map- based apps, such as Google maps and 

Bing maps. Gaming apps: These include various types of 

games, such as puzzles, cards, and sports. 

II. MOBILE APP USAGE 

Information is considered life and soul in this era of 

information boom. Access to information at the right time and 

at the right place has become extremely crucial for many 

people. People who are on a continuous move, such as 

businessmen or marketing executives, need a device for 

information exchange to stay in touch with their 

businesses/colleagues. Besides such professionals, other 

users find themselves using mobile devices in their everyday 

life constantly for some other features, such as messaging, 

communication using e-mails, VoIP calling, and gaming [4] 

[5]. There is a plethora of gizmos and gadgets of many flavors 

available in the market that facilitates access to and 

management of information to cater to the needs of different 

user segments. Further, businesses today employ mobile 

advertising as one of their marketing tools. Mobile 

advertising is yet another rapidly growing sector enabling 

brands, agencies, and marketers an opportunity to connect 

with consumers beyond the traditional and digital media 

directly on their mobile devices. Based on the above scenario 

there are different types of mobile applications available for 

different groups of peoples. 

A. Mobile Apps for Professionals 

Apart from laptops and desktop computers, today’s 

professionals are using mobile devices for official purposes. 

Mobile devices provide a number of features, such as Internet 

connectivity, video calling capability, and much more. Some 

mobile apps, such as location- based mobile apps, boost 

commercial operations by providing ease of communication 

and access to information from anywhere, anytime [1]. Some 

apps that are meant for professionals are: 
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1) AndFTP 

This app allows you to connect to FTP servers. It enables you 

to browse, download, rename, and delete files, create folders, 

and modify file permissions. In addition, it enables you to add 

Dropbox-like functionality to your mobile and share even 

very large files, quickly and easily. 

2) OneSafe 

This app encrypts your mobile data, such as photos, 

documents, and passwords, such as credit card and Website 

login and hence, secures them from unwanted access. In 

addition, it provides reminders for changing passwords at 

regular intervals and sends alerts for attempted password 

hacking. 

3) MobileDay 

This app enables you to jo in any conference call from your 

smartphone. It can integrate with calendar, dialer, e-mail, text 

messaging, and contacts to provide a one-touch access into 

any voice conference call. 

4) Adobe Reader 

This app allows you to open and view pdf files on your mobile 

device in the same way as you do on your desktop. In 

addition, it enables you to add comments using sticky notes 

and highlights underlined texts. You can even e-sign any pdf 

documents by manually signing on the device screen. 

5) Office Mobile Viewers 

This app displays various documents, such as Word, Excel, 

and PowerPoint that are stored online or sent to your 

Microsoft e-mail account as attachments. However, the 

documents are always open in read-only mode and hence, this 

app does not allow making any changes in these documents. 

Mobile apps also help professionals to access social 

networking features of various popular social networking 

websites for entertainment or for expanding their social 

network. Using these apps, professionals can perform the 

following tasks: Posting and responding to tweets using 

Twitter providing status updates and making profile 

comments using Facebook Staying in touch with other 

professionals and dear ones using Google Plus [2]. 

B. Mobile Apps for Senior Citizen 

Although modern information technology products are 

changing the lifestyle of younger generations, they have 

much less impact on the elderly. Some mobile device 

manufacturers have designed devices and mobile apps 

especially for senior citizens. There are specially designed 

mobile devices, which include the Personal Emergency 

Response System. This system helps senior citizens to 

automatically call their specified contacts in case of an 

emergency. Also, there are mobile devices which provide the 

ability to monitor blood pressure, glucose, and cholesterol. 

These mobile apps developed for use by senior citizens, 

consist of a simple interface and menu system [3] [4]. Such 

mobile apps developed on smartphones help improve senior 

citizens’ quality of lives. Some popular mobile apps that help 

senior citizens in various ways are: 

1) Pill Reminder Pro 

This mobile app allows you to enter details, such as name of 

the pill, dosage, frequency, and time (s) of the day. It also 

provides a pill reminder that sends a message through an alert 

at the specified time. 

 

2) VizWiz 

This mobile app allows partially sighted users to take a 

picture with their mobile, ask a question, and receive multiple 

spoken answers for the questions. 

3) Dragon Dictation 

This mobile app allows users to record their speech and get 

the speech converted into text so that someone with a hearing 

impairment can read it. It transcribes the words as if the 

person is speaking and therefore, there is no delay in 

communication. 

4) Glucose Buddy Pro 

This mobile app manages various aspects of diabetes. It helps 

diabetic patients by allowing them to enter their glucose 

levels, keeping track of their blood pressure (bp), logging 

nutritional information, and keeping an eye on their physical 

activity. It also allows patients to log their medicinal intake. 

5) Daily Yoga 

This is a Yoga coaching app that provides dynamic Yoga 

sessions with different durations and difficulty levels. 

C. Mobile Apps for Younger Generation 

Mobile apps have proved to be a useful and handy 

replacement for bulky study material. For example, students 

can read textbooks online, share documents with their friends 

while sitting at home, and write lecture notes directly to a 

knowledge portal. Due to the wide variety of mobile apps, 

everything, such as subject notes, e-books, has become more 

accessible and available to students to share with their peers. 

There are various apps available in the market that can also 

be used for educating children. Use of mobile apps for 

education is primarily about social and informal learning 

where students can easily tweet questions and answers, 

rapidly seek information, and conveniently take down notes 

and share them online instantly, anywhere [1] [2] [3]. It 

brings a completely different dimension and paradigm to 

learning. Mobile apps also provide entertainment to students. 

The entertainment includes games, video ring tones, 

wallpapers, and music. Consider the following examples that 

are popular among young generation: 

1) Angry Birds 

It is one of the most popular game apps.The concept of this 

game includes players that are supposed to use a slingshot to 

launch birds at pigs with the intent of destroying all the pigs 

on the playing field. These pigs are stationed on or within 

various structures. 

2) WhatsApp 

It is a cross-platform mobile messaging app that enables you 

to send messages without having to pay for SMS. It uses the 

same Internet data plan that you use for e-mail and web 

browsing and therefore, you do not have to pay for the 

messages and can stay in touch with your dear ones. In 

addition, it allows creating groups, sending unlimited images, 

and video and audio media messages. 

3) Instagram 

It is a free app for sharing photos on social networking sites, 

such as Facebook, Twitter, and Flickr. It also allows you to 

enhance your photos, which includes changing colors or 

applying themes. In addition, it enables you to add location 

data, which includes details about the place where photos are 

clicked. 
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4) SoundHound 

It is a music recognition app. This app can recognize a song 

that it listens through a speaker and provides the name, artist, 

lyrics, and a link to buy the song. 

5) Wikipedia Mobile 

It is a mobile version of Wikipedia, which is a free-content 

encyclopedia. 

D. Mobile Apps for Parents 

There are various mobile apps for parents in the market today. 

These apps can help the parents to keep track of the day-to-

day activities of their children. There are some mobile apps, 

which can help parents to set their children’s daily routine, 

such as setting their play time or bath time [2] [3]. Some of 

these apps are: 

1) INRFood 

This app helps the parents to identify ingredients of various 

eatables by allowing them to perform label scanning and 

manual brand searching, such as vanilla wafers. Label 

scanning provides an item's description whereas manual 

brand searching provides the history of the brand and its 

current market value. This helps parents to decide whether to 

use a particular product for their children having allergic 

problems or not. In addition, it allows you to store allergy 

information. If you type in something that contains an 

allergen from your saved list, you will get a pop-up warning 

notice. 

2) HomeWork 

This app helps the parents to keep track of their kid’s 

homework and timetable. It displays a list of homework 

assignments that are sorted by the date of completion. In 

addition, it displays timetable for the current day. 

3) Fooducates 

This app automatically grades a food item as A, B, and C 

based on its nutrition facts and ingredient list. The grading 

system is based on a scientific algorithm. This helps parents 

to identify nutritional food items for their children. 

4) PBS Parents Play & Learn 

This app provides various games that parents can play with 

their kids. This app helps to build on a child’s natural 

curiosity about his or her everyday world and to encourage a 

dialogue between kids and parents. 

5) Parental Control 

This app is designed to restrict access of selected apps. 

Therefore, it prevents children from downloading new apps, 

making phone calls, and performing certain actions that can 

cost money. 

E. Mobile Apps for Children 

Children are growing up recognizing mobile apps and 

different technologies in their day-to-day life. Using mobile 

apps from an early age, children can be conditioned to 

develop key skills for their future. There are many 

educational apps available for almost all types of mobile 

devices and platforms. These apps are created with 

multimedia technologies and provide enhanced learning aids 

that make it possible for children to grasp new concepts easily 

in an audio-visual environment [3] [4] [5]. There are several 

mobile apps available in the market today which can help 

children in various ways. Some of these apps are: 

1) ChopChop Tennis 

This app allows kids to play tennis at home and learn this 

game just by swiping his/her finger. 

2) Little Digits 

This app teaches children about numbers. Children can learn 

to associate the number on the screen with the number of 

fingers they place down. In addition, it teaches small addition 

and subtraction calculations. 

3) Colorama 

This app enables kids to color pictures that range from space 

creatures to animals. It also includes a series of background 

themes and brush types to let kids draw anything of their own 

choice. 

4) Pango Book 1 

This app provides short and interactive stories for kids. The 

stories includes some activities for kids to perform, such as 

tapping things on the screen, rubbing and scratching to reveal 

stuff, and shaking the phone to move things around. 

5) Kids ABC Alphabet Puzzles 

This app brings the fun element in learning for preschoolers. 

It uses puzzles to teach kids alphabets, words, shapes, and 

spellings. 

III. MOBILE APP DEVELOPMENT 

While developing a mobile app, the following factors need to 

be considered [2]: 

A. Target Mobile Devices 

A wide variety of mobile devices are available in the market 

these days. These devices differ from each other in several 

aspects, such as platforms, form factors, screen resolution, 

and amount of memory available. One mobile app cannot be 

executed successfully on all kinds of mobile devices. 

Therefore, before developing a mobile app, you need to 

identify the various target mobile devices on which you want 

your app to run. 

B. Functionality 

Before developing a mobile app, you need to identify the 

features that the app will provide. 

C. Usability 

A mobile app that works perfectly well but does not provide 

any value to an end user, does not achieve its objective. 

Therefore, before developing a mobile app, you need to check 

whether the app will be of value to the end user. 

D. Resource Permissions 

A mobile app might require access to certain resources such 

as Secure Digital (SD) card or the Internet. Before developing 

a mobile app, you need to identify whether the app will 

require any such access permissions. For example, an app that 

uses maps and provides the location addresses in the native 

language may require permissions to access the Internet. 

E. Software Performance 

While developing a mobile app, you need to check whether 

the app will have any adverse effect on the performance of 

the mobile device. 
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IV. MOBILE APP DEVELOPMENT PLATFORMS 

Mobile platform is the software platform on top of which 

other programs (mobile apps) run. Each mobile device has an 

associated platform that is responsible for determining the 

functions and features available on the mobile device. The 

third-party app (s) that can be installed on a device is also 

decided by the mobile platform of that device. Mobile apps 

are developed according to the underlying mobile platform. 

You cannot develop an app that can run perfectly on all the 

platforms. In fact, all mobile platforms differ from one 

another and provide different features. Therefore, it is 

necessary to choose the right mobile platform before 

developing a mobile app [1] [2] [3]. There are various mobile 

platforms. These platforms can be grouped into the following 

categories: 

1) Manufacturer-Built Proprietary Platforms 

These are proprietary platforms built by the manufacturer of 

the mobile device. Popular platforms in this category include: 

iOS BlackBerry 

2) Third-Party Proprietary Platforms 

These are platforms that are developed by a third-party and 

used by mobile device manufacturers. For example Windows 

Mobile is a third-party proprietary platform. 

3) Free & Open Source Platforms 

These are platforms that are freely available for use by any 

manufacturer. Manufacturers can also customize the 

platforms as per their requirement. Popular platforms in this 

category include: Android Symbian Each of the platforms, 

iOS, BlackBerry, Windows Mobile, Android, and Symbian, 

are available in different versions. Therefore, two devices 

supporting the same platform may be running a different 

version of the same platform. Apps that run on one version of 

a platform may not successfully run on another version of the 

same platform. 

A. IOS 

IOS comprises of the operating system and technologies used 

to create apps for iOS-based devices, that is, devices from 

Apple Inc. iOS operating system is used to run apps natively 

on devices, such as iPad, iPhone, and iPod touch. Although 

iOS evolved from Mac OS X (OS for Macintosh hardware), 

iOS is designed to meet the needs of a mobile environment 

where the end users’ needs are different. The technologies in 

iOS provide everything you need to create basic and 

advanced apps that respond to user- based touch events and 

support high-quality graphics. iOS is the proprietary of 

Apple. Apple does not allow iOS to be installed on third-party 

hardware unlike other mobile device platforms. Despite its 

popularity and extensive use, iOS still needs to address a 

number of key issues such as:- iOS is a closed proprietary 

platform from Apple and is tightly bound to the underlying 

hardware. Therefore, end users are left with little or no choice 

of enhancing the features and apps on their device and have 

to rely on the support provided by Apple Inc. only. Though a 

large number of apps are available and are being developed 

for the App Store, compared to other mobile platforms, iOS 

has limited developer support. The following figure shows 

the User Interface (UI) of an iOS device [3]. 

B. BlackBerry 

BlackBerry is developed and designed by a company called 

Research in Motion. This platform has been the favorite of 

entrepreneurs. It has become popular because of its numerous 

features that help people stay in touch with their work even 

when they are on the move. This operating system has gone 

through many transitions since its original version. It is best 

known for features, such as security, multitasking 

capabilities, and interoperability with corporate e-mail 

infrastructure. In addition, other features, such as BlackBerry 

Messenger, has become a key component of the BlackBerry 

OS. It allows users to communicate through the real time 

instant messaging. This operating system is still widely used 

and being developed. However, despite its popularity and 

extensive use, BlackBerry still needs to address a number of 

key issues, such as the BlackBerry app store contains apps, 

which are quite limited in number and performance [3]. 

C. Windows Mobile 

Windows Mobile has been developed by Microsoft for use in 

newer generation of smartphones. Also, third- party software 

development is available for Windows Mobile, and software 

apps can be purchased through the Windows Marketplace for 

Mobile. The latest version of Windows Mobile is Windows 

Phone 8. It has been renamed from Windows Mobile to 

Windows Phone. Unlike its predecessor, Windows Phone 8 

is aimed at the consumer market instead of the enterprise 

market. Currently Nokia, Dell, HTC, LG, and Samsung are 

manufacturing devices with this platform. Some features of 

Windows Mobile are: Windows Mobile provides mobile 

versions of the Office software with which most users are 

already familiar. It allows a user to view and edit MS-Word 

and MS-Excel attachments. It also provides MS-Outlook for 

sending and receiving e-mails. In addition, it provides support 

for Office servers, which enable users to securely access 

documents, saving bandwidth, and storage space [3] [4]. 

Windows Mobile uses .NET Compact Framework and 

Microsoft Visual Studio for app development, which enables 

developers to use their existing skills and development tools 

to deploy apps across laptops, handheld devices, and tablets. 

Windows Mobile offers a variety of device designs from 

different device manufacturers and mobile operators. In other 

words, Windows Mobile can be installed on mobile devices 

of various vendors, such as HTC and ASUS. 

D. Android 

Android is a product principally owned and backed by 

Google but more appropriately of the Open Handset Alliance. 

Open Handset Alliance is an alliance of approximately 83 

technology and mobile organizations to accelerate innovation 

in mobile technology and offer users with a richer, less 

expensive, and better mobile experience. Android is an open-

source mobile device platform and mobile device 

manufacturers can freely use it on their devices. They can also 

make changes to the source code to customize the platform 

according to their requirement. Android is a Linux-based 

operating system and therefore, it can be easily ported to 

different mobile hardware platforms. Android apps are Java 

based and the development tools for Android are also open 

source. Therefore, developers can freely download the 

development libraries and associated development tools to 
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start developing apps for the Android platform. Android has 

a large collection of apps for every user. Whether you are a 

gamer, a scientist, a blogger, a doctor, or a casual mobile user, 

you can find all your required apps with ease on the Android 

market. The Android market offers both free and paid apps 

[1] [2]. Developers can develop apps and upload them on the 

Android market as free or paid apps. Android natively offers 

integration with several Google services, such as Gmail, 

Maps, and Google Talk. However, despite its popularity and 

extensive use, Android still needs to address a number of key 

issues such as: 

1) OS Fragmentation 

Android has released many versions in a very short span of 

time. It has been found that developing and testing for 

compatibility across all OS versions has become quite 

difficult. Interface of the same Android version varies from 

manufacturer to manufacturer as each manufacturer 

customizes the Android platform according to their own 

devices. 

2) Hardware Inefficiency 

Because of the flexible and scalable nature of the Android 

OS, it is not tightly bound with the hardware and is therefore, 

not completely optimized. This results in issues such as less 

battery backup, frequent crashes, and incompatibility issues. 

3) Symbian 

Symbian is a mobile operating system designed for 

smartphones and is maintained by Nokia. The platform was 

created by merging and integrating software assets 

contributed by Nokia, NTT DOCOMO, Sony Ericsson, and 

Symbian Ltd. It is commonly found in Nokia, Sony Ericson, 

Samsung, and NTT DOCOMO devices. Some features of the 

Symbian platform are: - Object-oriented (OO): Symbian OS 

is completely object-oriented. It offers a choice of different 

programming languages to the developer. Symbian OS is 

written in C++ and therefore, it is regarded as its primary 

programming language. However, the operating system can 

also use languages such as Python, Visual Basic, OPL, and 

Perl. Flexible UI design: Symbian allows flexible graphical 

user interface design and therefore, it is able to offer choice 

to manufacturers, carriers, enterprises, and end users. Using 

the same core operating system in different designs makes an 

app portable for third-party developers [3]. Limited hardware 

capabilities: Symbian is especially created for mobile devices 

with limited hardware resources, such as Random Access 

Memory (RAM) and Central Processing Unit (CPU). 

However, despite its popularity and extensive use, Symbian 

still needs to address a number of key issues such as: 

Developers find it difficult to work with Symbian because of 

poor documentation, which includes incomplete and missing 

information, lack of clarity, inaccuracy, ambiguity, and 

simplicity. Symbian apps are tightly coupled with the mobile 

device. When you begin developing for Symbian, you will 

first need to know specifically the type of device that you are 

going to build your app on. Your device type will determine 

which GUI you will need to use. Porting apps between 

devices can be tricky. Since Symbian apps are device-

specific, you need to consider the OS version and device- 

specific restrictions while porting an app from one device to 

another. Guideline 8: Metalinguistic the additional features 

can be included to provide technical support to disabled 

customers with multilingual capabilities. 

V. MOBILE APP DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT 

A. Android Development Environment 

The Android development environment comprises of the 

Android Developer Tools (ADT), which is a plugin for 

Eclipse. It is a Java IDE with advanced features that enable 

you to build, test, debug, and package your Android apps [1] 

[2] [3]. To start developing apps, you need to first download 

the ADT bundle. This bundle includes the following 

components: 

1) The Eclipse + ADT plugin 

2) The Android SDK 

3) The Android platform 

4) The Android system image for the emulator 

 The Eclipse + ADT Plugin Eclipse is an open-source 

multilingual software development environment comprising 

of an IDE and an extensible plug-in system. Apart from 

developing Android apps, it can be used to develop apps in 

Java and other languages such as C, C++, Python, Ruby, and 

many more languages. Eclipse makes use of plug-ins to 

provide all of its functionality on top of (and including) the 

runtime system. Some features of Eclipse are: 

 Open Source and Free 

It is an open-source and freely available IDE, thereby 

attracting more and more mobile app developers. User 

friendly and feature rich: The Eclipse IDE is user friendly and 

feature rich. 

 Open-Source APIs 

Eclipse APIs are completely open source and can be used to 

customize the Eclipse IDE. ADT is a plugin for the Eclipse 

IDE that extends the capabilities of Eclipse to help you 

quickly set up new Android projects, create an app’s UI, add 

packages based on the Android Framework API, debug apps 

using the Android SDK tools, and even export signed (or 

unsigned) .apk files to distribute apps. 

 The Android SDK 

The Android SDK includes various modular packages that 

can be downloaded separately using the Android SDK 

manager. The following components are some packages that 

are available for the Android SDK: 

 Android APIs 

The core of the SDK are the Android API libraries that enable 

the developer to develop apps for the Android platform. 

 SDK Tools 

This package includes tools for debugging and testing along 

with some other utilities that are required to develop an app. 

You must ensure that this package is up to date. 

 SDK Platform-Tools 

This package provides platform-dependent tools for 

developing and debugging an app. These tools support the 

latest features of the Android platform and are updated only 

when a new platform becomes available. These tools are 

always backward compatible with older platforms; however, 

you must ensure that you are using the latest version of these 

tools when you install a new SDK platform. 

 Documentation 

This package provides an offline copy of the latest 

documentation for the Android platform APIs. SDK 

Platform: This package consists of an android.jar file with a 
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fully compliant Android library. You need to specify an SDK 

platform as your build target in order to build an Android app. 

 System Images 

This package provides one or more system images, which are 

required by the Android emulator to operate. 

 Sources for Android SDK 

A copy of the Android platform source code that provides 

explanation for each step of a code while debugging your app. 

 Samples for SDK 

This package is a collection of sample apps that provides 

demonstrations for a variety of the platform APIs. 

 Google APIs 

This package is an SDK add-on that provides both a platform 

to develop an app using special Google APIs and a system 

image for the emulator to test the app using Google APIs. 

 Android Support 

This package is a static library, which can be included in an 

app in order to use powerful APIs that are not available in the 

standard platform. 

 Google Play Billing 

This package provides the static libraries and samples to 

integrate billing services in an app with Google Play. 

 Google Play Licensing 

This package provides the static libraries and samples to 

perform license verification for an app while distributing with 

Google Play. The Android development environment 

provides a wide variety of APIs and an easy-to-use IDE, 

thereby making it the preferred mobile app development 

environment. The fact that it is open source proves to an icing 

on the cake. The Android Platform The new version of 

Android platform is recently launched in the market for 

phones and tablets. To develop an Android app, you need to 

install at least one Android platform from the SDK Manager, 

which helps you to download packages, such as Android 

SDK tools, The Android System Image for the Emulator. The 

Android SDK Manager provides you system image, which 

contains code for the Android Linux kernel, the native 

libraries, the Dalvik VM, and the various Android packages. 

B. Blackberry Development Environment 

The BlackBerry development environment comprises of the 

BlackBerry Java Development Environment (JDE). The 

BlackBerry JDE is a fully integrated development 

environment and simulation tool for building Java Platform, 

Micro Edition (Java ME) apps for Java-based BlackBerry 

smartphones. The BlackBerry JDE includes an SDK that 

provides a complete set of tools and APIs to develop Java 

apps that run on BlackBerry devices. It also comes with a 

BlackBerry emulator for testing [2] [3]. The BlackBerry JDE 

allows the use of several proprietary BlackBerry APIs to take 

full advantage of the BlackBerry platform’s specific features 

that are not available on other smartphones in the market. 

Some features of the BlackBerry JDE are: 

 The BlackBerry JDE is MIDP-compliant Java ME 

environment for developers who want to maintain 

seamless portability in their wireless apps. 

 The BlackBerry JDE provides a full suite of interfaces 

and utilities, which enables developers to take advantage 

of some of the unique and intriguing features located on 

the BlackBerry smartphone. 

 The BlackBerry JDE enables developers to take 

advantage of every feature of the BlackBerry smartphone 

including the camera and Bluetooth wireless technology. 

These features can then be seamlessly integrated with 

already existing BlackBerry apps such as the Address 

Book, GPS, and Maps. 

C. Apple Development Environment 

Apple’s Xcode is a suite of tools to develop apps for the iOS 

platform. It can manage product development, edit and debug 

source code, design UI components, analyze and improve app 

performance, and submit your app to the App Store. At the 

center of this toolset is the Xcode app, which provides an IDE 

that actively assists you in your development tasks. Xcode 

includes an SDK to create apps that run on specific versions 

of iOS or Mac OS [2] [3]. The SDK includes a set of tools 

and APIs to develop apps that run on iOS devices. To develop 

iOS apps, you need to use the following Xcode toolset: 

1) Xcode IDE 

It integrates all the tools you need. It allows you to compose 

source code, debug code, and even design a new user 

interface, all within the same window. 

2) IOS Simulator 

It implements the iOS API. It provides an environment that 

closely resembles the environment of an iOS device. It can 

run apps in Mac OS X, which helps in testing most of their 

functionality without using an iOS device. 

3) Instruments 

This Xcode tool is a powerful performance measurement tool. 

It helps you to check your code and gather important metrics 

about what it is doing during runtime. It also allows you to 

view and analyze the data that a device collects in real time. 

You can also save this data and analyze it later. 

4) LLVM Compiler 

It evaluates what you type, identify coding mistakes that 

Xcode shows as live issues and provides solutions to fix it. 

D. Windows Development Environment 

The Windows development environment comprises of Visual 

Studio IDE and Windows Mobile SDK. The specific version 

of SDK that is required depends on both the platform and the 

device format. Moreover, multiple SDKs can be installed on 

the same development machine [1] [2] [3]. It adds sample 

code, header and library files, emulator images, and tools to 

Visual Studio to build apps for Windows Mobile. Some 

features of the Mobile SDK are: 

 The SDK includes emulators for a variety of Windows 

Mobile devices. 

 The SDK allows the development of apps that make use 

of the Microsoft .NET Compact Framework, which is 

designed to develop apps for mobile devices with limited 

hardware resources. 

 Windows Mobile device emulators are installed as part 

of the Windows Mobile SDKs but also rely on 

components included in Visual Studio. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

A mobile app is a software that runs on a mobile device. 

Mobile apps are created to entertain, educate, and assist end 

users on a daily basis. Mobile apps can be divided into the 
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different categories according to their usage: Multimedia 

apps, Travel apps, Utilities, Communication apps, Web-

based apps, Enterprise apps, Productivity apps, Social 

networking apps, Location-based apps, gaming apps. While 

developing a mobile app, the some factors need to be 

considered such as Target mobile devices, Functionality, 

Usability, Resource permissions, Software performance. 

Each mobile device has an associated mobile platform. The 

mobile platform is responsible for determining the functions 

and features available on the mobile device. Some popular 

mobile platforms are: iOS BlackBerry, Windows Mobile, 

Android, and Symbian. The mobile app development 

environment consists of IDE (Integrated development 

environment) and SDK (software development kit). 
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